Checklist for Authors
Before you have submitted your manuscript please ensure the following have been completed:
MANUSCRIPT
‐

English.

‐

Please make sure your paper reads well in English. If you think your written English may not be strong
enough, obtain the help of a fluent speaker to read over your paper.

‐

Please make sure spelling and punctuation have been checked and converted to Australian English.
This can be done via Word. Check for any errors that appear.

‐

Key Words.

‐

Include these on the first page of the Manuscript.

‐

These are important for search optimization on PubMed.

‐

Keywords can be generated by using the MeSH on Demand tool. Simply insert your manuscript or
summary into the field and it will pull some suggested keywords. Include which ones you think are
relevant. Make sure the words are converted to Australian English.

‐

Figures and Tables.

‐

Ensure they are compliant with the specifications in the Author Style Guide.

‐

References.

‐

Check your references. These MUST be added to the submission before the submission can be Accepted
for publication.

‐

Please attempt to validate all references and take note of the specific directions in reference to loading
the references onto your submission.

‐

Ensure the list of references is also included in the manuscript as well as the submission.

‐

Do not ‘link’ your in text references to their full reference at the end of the text. Simply superscript the
number and include the reference at the end.

SUMBISSION
‐

Title.

‐

Clear, Australian/British English spelling

‐

Make sure you have included a Short Title. No longer than 60 characters.

‐

Make sure that you have included a Short Title in the Submission.

‐

Author Names.

‐

Ensure the spelling of authors’ names are consistent in the submission Author Details, the manuscript, the
signed author statement and anywhere else their names may appear.

‐

Author Information.

‐

Qualifications: MD, PhD etc. are mandatory

‐

Affiliation: Position/Job Title, Department, Institution, City and State/Country are mandatory.

‐

Signed Author Statement.

‐

As mentioned in our terms and conditions, we require you to submit a statement signed by all authors
declaring that they have “read and accept the Terms and Conditions for Anaesthesia and Intensive Care
Submissions as outlined in the submission process and affirm that this manuscript is an honest, accurate
and transparent account of the study, case or topic being reported; no important aspects have been
omitted; and any discrepancies from the study as planned (and, if relevant, registered) have been
explained”.

‐

The role of each author in the study should also be described briefly. An example can be found here:
http://www.aaic.net.au/pageBANK/documents/Declarationexample2014.pdf

